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Pinnacle loans $88.8 million to Knoxville area companies in round two of the Paycheck Protection Program KNOXVILLE, TN, May 11, 2021 – In the second round of Paycheck Protection Program ...

Knoxville Biz Ticker: Pinnacle loans $88.8 million to Knoxville area companies in round two of the Paycheck Protection Program
economics, earth science, and others) become less rigid. Many career opportunities and advanced research efforts cross these boundaries and thus define new areas of application and study. Increasingly ...

Undergraduate Study
This FMI study offers a ten-year analysis and forecast for the global impact modifier market between 2018 and 2028. The study considers 2017 as the base year with market values estimated for 2018 and ...

Demand for Impact Modifier to Experience a Significant Dip in 2021, Influenced by COVID-19 Pandemic
Special Town Meeting authorized the creation of a task force to write a Climate Action Plan whose purpose was to reduce the town’s greenhouse gas emissions.

OBSERVATIONS FROM THE ANTHROPOCENE: A guide to making a difference
The ENR Top 500 Design Firms spent 2020 adapting to a pandemic. How will they evolve to take on what comes next?

Top 500 Design Firms: Designing for the New Normal
Insights into the microbiome may help researchers grow more resilient citrus plants that can handle both changing climates and stress from pathogens ...

Mapping Citrus Microbiomes to Uncover Their Secrets
From an early age, Deborah Frincke has been a keen observer. Her own backyard, teeming with life, was endlessly fascinating and fragile, sparking a desire to learn how the world works, and later, how ...

Deborah Frincke: The science of protecting communities
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Q1 2021 Earnings CallMay 6, 2021, 8:00 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood day, and welcome to the Aptiv First Quarter 2021 ...

Aptiv PLC (APTV) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Mike Walker' 66 Department of Mechanical Engineering ... which can then guide the design of the network. This work will support success both from an economic perspective and resilience perspective." ...

Following nature's cue, researchers build successful, sustainable industrial networks
In this second installment in our series covering automation investment expectations for 2021, suppliers highlight ongoing pandemic, supply chain, and labor issues driving near-term interest in ...

Automation Investment Expectations for the Batch Manufacturing Industries
Australian airports are ideal hosts for large-scale solar installations. A new study has found Australia’s government-owned airports could produce enough electricity to power 136,000 homes, if they ...

Airports Could Generate Enough Solar Energy to Power a City
As public philosophers, Reagan and his compatriots were wildly successful: They not only reshaped American political discourse but fundamentally changed both parties’ approach to political economy. It ...

The Coming Revolution in the American Economy
The workshop “Proposal Writing Grants Research and Service to the Lecturers of Institut Teknologi Bandung” was held on Wednesday, 7 April 2021 by Human Resource Development Unit (UPT PSDM) of ITB. The ...

Community Research and Service Workshop Series in Institute for Research and Community Services (LPPM) of ITB
Drugs and vaccines circulate through the vascular system reacting according to their chemical and structural nature. In some cases, they are intended to diffuse. In other cases, like cancer treatments ...

Targeting tumors with nanoworms
The full Senate Judiciary Committee today passed the IDEA Act, which seeks to direct the USPTO “to collect demographic data – including gender, race, military or veteran status, and income level, ...

IDEA Act Passed Out of Senate Judiciary Committee
Across America, people of color are exposed to more air pollution than whites from industry, vehicles, construction and many other sources, a new study has found. Using government air pollution and ...

People of color more exposed than whites to air pollution
engineering, and life sciences industries. While Cambridge leads the cities studied in a bevy of economic categories — including income growth, educational attainment, and innovation economy ...

New Report Details Severe Income Gap Amid Economic Growth in Cambridge
Australia’s airports are going massively underutilised as potential hosts for large-scale solar projects, according to new research. Researchers at RMIT University analysed the potential solar ...

Australian airports are ideal hosts for large-scale solar installations, researchers say
A new study ... will help guide energy policy, while informing future research in solar deployment for large buildings. "There's so much potential to facilitate national economic development ...
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